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The S&P 500 had its second consecutive up week (see dashed line above) and closed this week on a new multi-week high.  

The daily charts below show the individual S&P 500 days and how it got there.  

 
It was a “buy the dip” kind of week for the S&P 500 which has catapulted a remarkable 33% in the last 19 days. This type of 
price action is exactly why we “Defend” and manage equity market risk one day at a time. 

As mentioned in last week’s update the previous weeks descent in Crude and Copper meant the S&P 500 was vulnerable this 
week, and it started that way on Monday with the S&P 500 dropping -2.5% before recovering nearly all of its intraday losses. 
That was the theme all week as the market tested lower and recovered. In fact 4 of the 5 days this week the market moved 
higher from its open to close. Also worth noting is that every day this week the S&P 500 rallied over 1.3% after Europe “closed”. 
This can be seen in the daily charts above where I have inserted dashed lines. This price action is eerily similar to how the S&P 
500 behaved before dropping over -3% on October 10th 2018.   

This week, month of March and 2020 have been textbook examples of how 3D Capital manages risk with stringent risk controls 
and implements our systems with unwavering discipline and persistence. We take great pride in 3D Defender’s live 9 year track 
record. Especially given this year’s historic price action, which as a reminder includes: All of the market’s losses this year have 
been overnight, the average rally off the intraday low in the S&P 500 in March was +5% and in April it’s been +2%.  

3D Defender was short four days this week and covered the short positions when the market retraced too far off its low. 3D 
Defender is built to protect you when you need it not when you don’t. In the daily charts above I’ve added a blue line to show 
you where each day’s short position was covered, i.e. Defense was no longer needed. As you can see by the black arrows, in 
each instance the market rallied and closed higher than where the short position was covered.  

The S&P 500 finished the week up +3.3%. 3D Defender finished the week -0.88% (25% funded and gross of fees). 
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Crude oil remains weak and continues to say the S&P 500 is vulnerable to the downside (need confirmation). As a reminder 
Crude was the first clue to this year’s descent in the S&P 500. What is also interesting to note is that this month Crude started 
the month by rallying 40%, it has dropped -25% since then, and just closed this week on a new multi-week low.  

If you have any questions about the information herein, would like to learn more about the E-mini SP 500 futures contract or 
how we can help you diversify and protect your equity portfolio we are here to help. As the market has clearly demonstrated 
it waits for no-one. Every day is the right day to be protected and now that the S&P 500 has recovered over 50% of its losses I 
encourage you to get in touch now. 

Please join us if you can on Monday April 20, 2020 at 10 AM EST where I will be participating in The Corona Fighter’s Webinar. 

Here is the link: The Corona Fighters by Opalesque. 

Thank for your participation and interest in 3D Defender. 

Best wishes and health to you and your families. Have a nice weekend.  

https://www.opalesque.com/webinar/corona/

